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K. radicincitans was grown under osmotic stress and hydroxyectoine accumulating conditions. 
For encapsulation, a suspension of amidated pectin was mixed with water, Maltodextrin 
(14%), sorbitol (1%), monosodium glutamate (1%) and amyloglucosidase at 0.5 AGU g-1. For 
the osmoadaptation and hydroxyectoine treatments, cells were added at 15% (~ 8 x109/mL). 
To form beads, the suspension was dripped into a sterile calcium gluconate crosslinking 
solution. Beads were separated and dried (aw ~ 0.2). The efficacy of the developed beads 
was assessed in radish plants. After 8 days, colonization in planta was determined with 
molecular biological techniques and after 4 weeks, plant yields were assessed. 
Generally, plant growth promotion by beads containing K. radicincitans was observed for all 
inoculated radish plants, compared to the untreated control. Noteworthy, when hydroxyectoine 
at 1 mM was added, either the dry matter of tuber or leaves increased significantly by 18.9% 
and 20.7% respectively. We also demonstrate that encapsulated K. radicincitans can colonize 
plant tissue by, leaving the beads and settling into the 8 days seedlings. Thus, dry beads with 
4% NaCl pre-conditioned cells significantly enhanced colonization compared to standard 
cultivation. Similarly, colonization was 10-fold stronger with intracellular hydroxyectoine 
osmoadapted cells at 4% NaCl. In vitro assessments suggested that the developed beads 
supported the successful colonization of plant tissues by the endophyte through the formation 
of bacterial aggregates (10 µm), the root adhesion to the round-shaped beads and further 
establishments of root hairs and secondary roots. 
Physiological modifications by osmotic stress, the accumulation of compatible solutes during 
cultivation, and the entrapment of these pre-conditioned cells in amidated pectin beads 
present a feasible strategy to improve bacterial endophyte-host interactions. Besides, their 
capability to proliferate as aggregates and migrate through the biopolymer matrix and to 
promote radish growth under glasshouse conditions was elucidated. These findings will 
advance plant growth-promoting bacterial endophytes inoculant technology. 
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